Business Intelligence and Reporting
BENEFITS

Microsoft FRx
in Microsoft Dynamics GP
Build custom reports. Generate
reports using a building-block
approach that facilitates easy design
and maintenance and helps ensure
that each report communicates the
right information.
Improve information analysis.
Export Microsoft FRx reports to
Microsoft Office Excel® PivotTable®
and PivotChart® formats to analyze
information more effectively.

Gain control of your financial reporting process with Microsoft®
FRx® in Microsoft DynamicsTM GP. Advanced performance
capabilities give you comprehensive, highly customizable financial
and management reports that are easy to create, distribute,
and use.
Automate report and distribution processes to reduce the time employees
spend on administrative work, freeing them to analyze information and
make informed, strategic decisions that drive your business forward.

Simplify the report buildingprocess. Benefit from the familiar
spreadsheet look and feel and allow
anyone with the appropriate privileges
to create customized reports quickly.
Maintain reports smoothly.
Eliminate time-consuming processes
for updating and maintaining reports
through tight integration with
Microsoft Dynamics GP.
Enhance corporate communications
and collaboration. Use multiple
report formats and distribution
techniques to help ensure that the
right financial information is being
delivered to the right people.
Access reports securely. Establish
custom security settings to help ensure
that information is accessed only by
users with secured rights.

FINISHED MICROSOFT FRx
REPORTS are presentationquality, with drill-down
capabilities that enable you to
pinpoint detailed information.

THE SPREADSHEET LOOK
AND FEEL makes it easy for
anyone with appropriate
access privileges to create
customized reports.

FEATURES

MICROSOFT FRx

Custom Report Design

Employ a building-block approach to design reports. Define the rows
and columns that will appear in each report and reporting tree to
establish the relationship between reporting units.

Familiar Spreadsheet Interface

Create financial statements easily by leveraging a familiar spreadsheet
interface and tight integration with the Microsoft Dynamics GP General
Ledger and database structure.

Top-Level Report Analysis

Achieve superior report analysis by consolidating information from
multiple companies and data sources—including unposted transactions
or base-period referencing—or by creating custom report relationships.

Sophisticated Calculations

Implement mathematics and if/then logic to incorporate reusable
complex calculations into your reports.

Report Relationship Customization

Create new reporting relationships by changing the reporting tree
structure, without affecting data entry processes or rearranging account
segments in the General Ledger.

Currency Translation Support

Smoothly translate currency across multiple accounting systems—
including functionality for calculating monthly and annual average and
historical rates—and quickly set up currency exchange rate tables with
information pulled from General Ledger.

Bottom-Level Report Analysis

Analyze information from summary all the way down to transaction
details with Microsoft FRx DrillDown ViewerTM.

Multiple Report Formats

View reports on the screen and drill down to underlying data. Print
reports for presentations, e-mail them for easy distribution, or export
them to spreadsheets for additional analysis.

Web-Based Reports

Publish, store, and manage reports through your intranet while
maintaining full drill-down and printing functionality.

Comprehensive Report Books

Organize multiple document types in a single file, including Microsoft
FRx reports, Microsoft Office documents, and Microsoft SQL ServerTM
Reporting Services reports.

Custom Security Settings

Set security by reporting tree level to ensure that information is
accessed only by users that have the right permission settings.

Automated Report Delivery and
Production

Use Microsoft FRx Report Server to automate the production and
distribution of reports in a scalable, high-speed reporting environment.

XBRL Support

Create and publish reports that meet the business and financial data
communication standards of extensible business reporting language
(XBRL).

For more information about Microsoft FRx in Microsoft Dynamics GP,
visit www.microsoft.com/dynamics/gp.
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